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making excuses (which is good—to tell_the tr^j_h nf. nB have about twenty two 
Ш boring you with our troubles;, 
lines to fill as we wish. S~-ino as 
guessed, astute reader that you are,

That means each of us have about twenty two 
ho„ "C" comes before "S", I go first. As you

It appears that no one

I’m Cliff.

" It appears that no one cared too
of ER and upping the pagecount a bit. n-titui''ng a cost increase (the dail^prices, too- and I'd hate to feel guilty abouiX^X-why add to it?). For

Our printrun is up this time, too, I m not s . „ jqo—the reason for the
ions that a 350-hOO printrun P^®’ Sr trading (or supplying freebies to 
increased run is simply that we re sellin^ / intrunE(there are about 11 copies 
people whose books are reviewed) almost ‘ . ,h third), even though we wenv
of tee first issue, eight of the second and want to have large
up to 225 or 250 (I forget which) last time I m not sa^ , 
stacks of Ж sitting around, though; if anyone

We've received books from Doubleday,tssue’-^thelnflS of books makes it 
ceiving books from.other companies У ' seotion possibly with mini-reviews of 
worthwhile, we’ll initiate a ВО о J Upvote full reviews to. Let us know if
books we've read but don't have the space to devote lull 
you think it’s worth the trouble/space, oxay.

Susan’s turn now.
■и##

HoorahJ We’ve lasted for four issues now; t ^ine’production is far from boi- 
first appeared. Everything's stable, though,°d prod₽ction schedule any more, 
ing—which is way we have no plat ap,..roximately-ti.monthly frequency, so we 1-

- "ч 

it as soon as you finisn FR.
extinct as far aThe comics reviews- went the way of the stegosa-urus-they^^now

№ is concerned. Too few people se°"“ 0 ® If the response is good enou^», ’
spend more time/space on books, fanzin , - . almost entirely Cliff's
-•ft the comics reviews in a separate z1-'^ л . , first three FRs, so I was. у did one (or maybe it was two of the reviews in ^/the colics Lotion wo 
i^ver too involved in that segment of ER, anyway, i у

reIlly needed go
we111

t

be missed too much.
On to FR —and please write loads of LoCs folks; we-really enjoy them,..



IDVECRAFT: A BIOGRAPHY. L. Sprague de Camp (Doubleday — $10)

On the whole, the science-fiction/fantasy field is
fiction contributions to the genre. This mign e < u^ nonetheless all too true,
genre, or the lack of appropriate s^ec^s; at any
Le Sprague de Camp has done his part to help ' en i Howard Phillips

" f—HPL SPOTed‘
De Camp isn’t ganerous with Lovecraft—лаг from it. ^^any traits\nd eccentric-

book does not — -°
impress the reader with Lovecraft’s tragic genius.

The book goes into minute detail on many aspects of HPL's life, in so 
more detail than is called for. That's one major problem with tne the
is overabundant with trivia which might e о J? ® . in trivialities becomes
reader who wants a serious, -^^Ton^t 
tedious and boring very quickly—but don t let it g у 
yourself to go on, you'll find the book well worth your ti .

Lovecraft's younger years receive a great deal °* ^nc^^t^^

3S® ®a s-
De Camp does have some grating habits; he tends to summarise P^ts^poorly, an^too 

often. With one or two exceptions, his plot summary necessary to go back to

аУЙЙ «лййХ STI - »“-a» w * ““
and read his dreative output.?

As I said earlier, the book is quite i^Sse Ihad upon
index material. Despite the voluminous amounд , Lovecraft__tho man is that

Lovecraft mU and his non-fiction, is equally as

ating (if not moreso) than his fiction.
n т think all fans of HPL and serious students of sf/fantasy should thank 

de CaAp^or the incredible £ ^“lave to"ad^hlX^enough

invaluable that it makes the reader wonder how he ^/“^Xrest in HPL, and 
book. It’s definitely a must-have for anyone with the slightest inhere ъ
is more than worth the ten dollar price-tag. Page Four
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THE BIRTHGRAVE. Tanith Lee (DAW UW177 — &U50)

Every now and, then, a paperback first novel comes out that is so powerful, so well- 
done and so imaginative that it’s hard to believe it is a first novel. It’s not a 
frequent occurrence9 so when it does happen you can enjoy it that much more. THE 
BIRTHCRAVE is just such a first novel—and Tanith Lee, the author, is the most prom
ising new fantasy/sf author to have entered the field in the past three years.

The book opens in disorganization--for the first few pages, at least. Then the 
action begins to join together and form a solid novel—and once everything starts 
working together, THE BIRTHGRAVE is a book you can’t put down. It’s a story of a 
woman searching for herself, trying to discoer who and what she is, how she came to 
possess her strange powers, and to find the Jade, which can help her discover herself 
and her powers. It’s a book of baroque civilizations, of an enigmatic woman and of 
a race greater than humanity.

The strongest point in the book is Lee’s presentation of the mysterious goddess 
who feels she must hide her face—there is a great deal of artistry in the character, 
and she seems so real, so utterly female that sho could carry the entire book even 
without the plot.

THE BIRTHGRAVE is a remarkable first novel, and one that could very wellimake the 
Hugo nominations. Read it, by all means.

One thing you might note, however, is that while the cover and the back cover 
tell of a special introduction by Marion Zimmer Bradley, somewhere along the line ther' 
was a communications breakdown and the intro isn’t included in the book. Hopefully, 
DAW will reissue it in a year or two and give us the missing introduction.

LETTER FROM SUE FHILLIPS (6-75): ”
"What we have here is another excellent issue of reviews.

’’You’ll see my review of the Coney book in the next WONDER POINT (Sue’s fanzine 
seo the fanzine reviews at the end of this issue of FR). Suffice to say now that j. 
agree with you all the way. Also, while re-reading the review, it creates a desire 
for me to ask you to lengthen the reviews.

"Okay, so THE TRANSITION OF TITUS CROW isn’t Hugo material! So it isn’t in the 
best Lovecraft tradition. So it isn’t even in the best Lumley tradition. Still, 
you didn’t have to call it boring. It moved very slowly, it’s true, and it lacked a 
lot of things. Rather than just cutting and tightening, though, I think some parts 
of it could have used a little more explanation. And while you’re mentioning Colin 
Wilson’s contributions to the Cthulhu Mythos, add THE PHILOSOPHER’S STONE.

"I found the Lundwall book to be very hard reading. Is he Swedish? I ask because 
it reads as if he had to make an effort to write in English or at least to make his 
ideas understood. And I still didn’t understand...

"Now for the core of the matter, I feel a little explanation is in order regard
ing my pan-review of Mike Bishop’s book (in WONDER POINT //1). I am not a particularly 
deep erson and FUNERAL struck me as being—or trying to be—too philosophical, as if 
he felt he had to stick iddas in whether they belonged or not. Also, perhaps his 
aliens are just too well done (that is, too alien) for me to like them. The alien 
dredges up something in everyone and in me, it will probably take a while to begin 
liking a true alien, not just in form but in mores.

"What we have hero is a triumph of communication...”
CLIFF COMMENTS: I still maintain that the Lumley book was boring—extremely so. In 

fact, in its present form it doesn’t even deserve reading. I’ve 
heard since then that Lumley had to cut the book down before publication—1 think the 
main problem is poor editing on his part, because he left in segment after segment 



that should have been eliminated. The final product is unreadable, not only as a 
Mythos story, but as science fiction. The worst part of it is that Lumley's other 
writing shows him to be capable of much, much better.

I found the philosophical aspects of FUNERAL FOR THE EYES OF FIRE to fit in quite 
nicely—many have written’me to complain of their presence in the book. Without thd 
philosophical aspects, Mike's book would have been a pleasant, forgettable bit of 
sf adventure—enjoyable to road but not particularly thought-provoking. As it stands, 
his novel brings many questions to mind that deserve to be asked—questions about hu
man nature, about the dignity of man. And his aliens, in my opinion, are just alien 
enough to make the book, succeed. If he had used the old "human-beings-with-bug-eyes" 
type of alien, much of the novel would have failed.

GENETIC BOMB. Andrew j. offutt & D. Bruce Berry (Warner Paperback Library — $1.2£)

Upon seeing this book, I asked myself, "what is this?" 
messenger and the galactic reject—and D. Bruce Berry—now 
Jack Kirby’s right hand—getting together to do a book’

andy offutt—the Zhuvastou 
better known in comics as

After an initial reaction of surprise, the second thing I did was to check for 
illustrations—I’d never read any of Berry's writing, so I was sure he must have sup
plied visuals for the book—but alas, there are none.

The time is the 21st or 22nd century—the only date mentioned was 201? when Morgan 
Drake stated the ideals of Freewill—"every person now has the right to get his or 
her ecstacy in his or her own way, and those who endeavor to interfere will be pros
ecuted, if not worse 0"

The plot is a mixing of sf and porn—Wesley Harmon, the hero of the book, is a 
licensed proc and his girls are his sisters. There’s a plot having to do with star 
pearls, which are illegal to import but legal' to own, due to Free Will. Add to this 
mandatory sterility for women (one injection every $ years—and mate slaves to have 
children) and then add liberal doses of sexosadomasonympholesbo— and finally three 
or four subplots, the least important one 
blurbed on the cover—"high adventure be- 
yond the stars as a man of the futurd tracks 
down the cosmic secret that threatens to 
destroy his world."

"I like andy offutt and D. Bruce Berry 
in their own areas, but in combination they 
are wretched. This book is awful—read it 
if you like, say at a funeral, or during 
Partridge Family reruns. But don't say you 
weren't forewarned, Andy should stick to 
porno or SF, but definitely not both in the 
same book.

I'd particularly like to know how much 
of this is De Bruce Berry’s contribution; 
the style reads pretty much like ary offutt 
book, so it’s hard to say what part of it 
is Berry's. It's nothing to take credit 
for, though.
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POSTCARD FROM JAMES TIPTREE, JR. (Ц July 1975)

’:Dear Retrospectrovianss
’’This is not a proper LOG, just wanted to thank you for the good words on my NEW 

ATLANTIS story. Yeah, lama gloomy primate. I must read Marion Zimmer Bradley's 
ENDLESS VOYAGE; it is appalling how little slow writers like me can read and still 
get anything done* And so much good stuff coming out. What we need is а Ц8—hour 
day with glands to match...”

THE HERO OF DOWNWAYS. Michael G. Coney (DAW UQ1O7O — § .95)

The Hero of Downways is the best Michael Coney book I have read to date; Mirror 
Image—also by DAW was good on characterization and plot and comes a close second to 
The Hero, and The Jaws that Bite, the Claws that Catch (reviewed in Future Retro
spective #3) was entertaining and. thought-proveking, but lacks the continuity The 
Hero of Downways possesses.

It always amazes me to finish a Coney book and think back on how many ideas, concepts 
and everyday inventions that make a book futuristic or not-of-this-time he manages 
to pack into one novel. Jaws that Bite was a good example of this, but The Hero of 
Downways by far takes first prize for the fullness and richness of ideas it contains.

The Hero of Downways presumably takes place in a future where Man has dropped The 
Bomb and destroyed all life on the surface of Earth., But a small portion of man
kind has survived—somewhat mutated for they can see in total darkness by using the 
infrared vision they have evolved—and is now flourishing underground. The intri
cate civilization and social order he has developed in this setting is the first of 
Coney’s Marvels.

Coney does more with characterization in The Hero than any of his other novels, par
ticularly with his heroine, Shirl. He comes extremely close to creating the true 
female character—as visualized by the male writer—according to my personal defini
tion of and identification with the term. In my opinion—and Coney's, too, I think— 
it is Shirl who is the true Hero of Downways. Shirl has more courage and brains than 
all the other males in Downways put together; and through her teaching of John-A 
and election to the council of the Elders she does more for the progression of Down
ways than has been done in the civilization's history.

As for a brief plot summary: Downways has been plagued by the Daggertooth, a fierce 
animal which at periodic intervals attacks and decimates the population. During the 
last generation a citizen who later became known only as the Hero managed to slay 
the Daggertooth and became Downways’ legend. Although the Hero himself was killed 
in the fight, some of his tissue was saved. Now Downways is once again being threat
ened by the Daggertooth and the council of Elders decides that it is time for a now 
Hero, one who has been grown in the regeneration vats. One of the more intelligent 
trukids (one who has been born naturally of parents) Shirl, is chosen to instruct 
the Hero, John-A, and to prepare him for his destiny. Unfortunately, Shirl encoun
ters- numerous difficulties in this simple-sounding task—notably with John-A’s per
sonality—and learns the real truth about the former Hero.

There is quite a lot more to The Hero of Downways that I have not touched upon, nor 
could I begin to tell about even if I did a four-page review. Shirl's discovery of 
love and herself, the conflict between the old and young Elders as to what is best 
for Downways, their encounters with the Oddlies, the obviously mutated members of



s-s ss s *novel I was disappointed with because it is a complete turn-around fromwhat the 
reader has been anticipating all through the book. In doing this, Coney almost 

succeeds in making it somewhat of a cliche.

;f you've never read a Michael Coney book before, then make ТЬе^зо^Поиш^ 
“ best is always the one with which to start.zour first one, because the

PHILIP JOSE FARMER WRITES:

”.. Ж EVERYBODY HATES 
should the third Riverworld

(6-2U-7S)
ME should be available about the end of next year. So

novel—I hope,

Hadon, FLIGHT TO OPAR now, 
Or

but due to DAW’s extensive 
later. As for the proposed"I’m writing the second

inventory, it may not be out until late next year
Quatermain bio, that will be written a year, or possibly two, from n .

"I have SF novels to deliver before I с.ап%“ ^ doing th^^^ 
next Caliban or Grandrith. Those five are WHY EVidMDY ШЛьЬ HE, the J 
RAMSTAN (A non-series novel), the Opar novel (soon to be f о л 
Doubleday and a second draft of a novel already written for Ballantine.

should be finished about three weeks from now. Then I go back 
stick to it until it’s finished....

9

’’The Opar thing i 
the 3rd RW story and

’’After all this, 
maybe a Holmes short

I hope to do a third Oparian novel, and another » 
story for a collection and another Ralp von ' c ttt

the penname of Jonathan Swift Somers 1— 
and so on.

"And yes, I think there will be more o_. 
extracts from Lord Greystoke’s memoirs..»

CLIFF COMMENTS: On top of all the plans 
outlined here, Farmer states 

in Louisville, where he was GoH for Rivereon 
that he planned to finish up a series he had 
begun for Ace quite a while ago, the Wolff- 
Kickaha series—and there will be no more 
Kilgore Trout novels by Farmer (and probably 
none by any other writer). Farmer ’ sfictioif 
al output of late has dealt mostly with the 
creations of other authors, and it’s good 
news when I hear of upcoming books dealing 
with his own creations..

WHY EVERYBODY HATES ME, mentioned more 
than once in his letter, is a novel dealing 
with Kent Lane, the illegitimate son of the 
Shadow. Since Farmer has no plans to do a 
’■■io of the Shadow as he did with Tarzan and 
Dpc Savage (both books took months of re
search), this will probably be as close as 
Farmer fans will come to seeing his inter
pretation of Walter Gibson’s character.



NORSTRILIA. Cordwainer Smith (Ballantine 2Ц366 — 31#>0)

For years, I had considered Cordwainer Smith another cult-figure, an author with 
very little talent whose strange, semi-rambling stylo of writing had made him quite 
popular with a small, avid group of followers. In my naivete, I managed to go for a 
large number of years without reading a single Cordwainer Smith short story or either 
of his two older novels; but NORSTRILIA interested me. For one, it was the first com
plete version, as the author wrote it, of the novel that had been split to make the two 
aforementioned earlier novels. And Ballantine had put a very, very attractive pack
aging job on the paperback—so very much so that I succumbed and decided to give it a 
cry.

It’s really quite a good novel—deceptively so, because Linebarger (the man who 
wrote under the SMith pseudonym) breaks half the rules any author learns quite young. 
He gives you the entire plot in the first chapter—he writes so as to constantly re
mind readers this is a fictional tale, which ofttimes prevents the reader’s becoming 
caught up in the story, and many times you almost believe he’s making a temendous joke 
at your expense. But he does everything so smoothly that he never loses the reader 
and the final result is a book that has to be read in one sitting.

Rod MeBan is a nontypical hero—and one who does quite a nontypical thing—namely, 
ho buys Earth. And from that premise, Linebarger pulls the reader into a convoluted, 
improbable, unusual tale that few other authors could have pulled off.

Smith’s short fiction is, for the most part, mediocre and only moderately impress
ive—but in his novel, he hit the top of his form and presents an interesting story in 
a Light-hearted, refreshing style that you’ll remember long after you’ve forgotten 
everything else about this book.

THE WATCHERS OUT OF TIME. H.P. Lovecraft & August Derleth (Arkham House — $8.50)

In the field of occult fiction, August Lerleth was always a far cry from Lovecraft 
in style, approach and abilityLovecraft had a way of putting his stories together 
so that, hackneyed as many of them were, they succeeded in creating a mood, a feeling 
of the triviality of humanity when faced with forces it could not comprehend. Derleth 
seemed to be more concerned with simple good-versus-bad, and wrote all his weird lie- 
uion (or at least all the HPL-pastiche)material) in this manner. As a result, Derleth-s 
■orк is usually plodding and predictable, even down th the italicized final paragraph 
uhat, in his hands, becomes embarassingly amateurish.

The stories in this volume, however, are a little more than mediocre, mainly be
cause these are pesthumous collaborations between HPL and Derleth. I have my suspic
ions that ’’posthumous collaboration" means, all too often, finished stories by Derleth 
based on a tiny scrap of Lovecraft writing, since the HPL feel is missing in all too 
many of these tales. THE LURKER AT THE THRESHOLD, a short novel included in this book, 
is rrobably the best of the stories, and overall the closest to the HPL feel. But toe 
liction in this volume shows, unfortunately, the Derleth*s place in writing was not in 
the weird fiction genre—much more reasonably, his niche was in the mystery or regional 
tales he did so well.

The book is an attractive one, though, and a hefty volume—Herb Arnold’s haunting 
v-.ustjacket accounts for the attractiveness, and at ЦоЗ pages, THE WATCHERS OUT OF TIME 
gives a reader a good deal of reading for his money. And as with all Arkham House 
books, the production, paper and binding is superb. If you’re an avid fan of HPL, 
^ou’ll want this volume—but if you don’t enjoy Lovecraft enough to overlook some of 
the awkward work in this collaborative volume, I’d recommend that you pass it up and 
use your money on pure HPL fiction, instead. 
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MISSING MAN. Katherine MacLean (Berkley/?u: nam’o —$6.95)

A number of segments of this novel appeared in LfALOG over the years, and each 
segment that I read impressed me more and more with Katherine Maclean’s ability to 
create believable characters and put them in a not-toо-futuristic setting. MacLean 
is one of those authors who never produces a bad piece of writing—the worst thing 
you can say about any of her fiction is that it’s merely average. But MISSING MAN 
is far above average—in fact, it’s one of the best novels I’ve read thus far this 
year.

Her story revolves around George Sanford, whose talent is ’’finding” people— 
people, criminals, people in hiding, or anyone who needs ’’finding,” George become a 
consultant ti one of the most realistically-presented future-police departmentfesl've 
ever read of. Maclean develops her characters psychic talents gradually, and makes 
the entire process acceptable enough that the reader never questions it.

The most impressive thing about MISSING MAN is that the author manages to present 
a fresh viewpoint and a strong narration without sacrificing the air of adventure and 
suspense that permeates the book. This is a definite plus, although it’s hard to und
erstand how she managed to keep the quality so high in all these areas—books this 
well-done are horribly depressing for any struggling writers who read it, I’m sure.

An excerpt from this novel won a Nebula Award a couple of years back—and don’t 
be at all surprised if you see MISSING T4AN on the Hugo and Nebula ballot next year, 
as well,

A LETTER FROM MICHAEL BISHOP: (7-1-75)

’’Received FUTURE RETROSPECTIVE today and wanted to thank you for both it and the 
surprisingly sympathetic review of A FUNERAL FOR THE EYES OF FIRE that it contains. 
As I’ve already told you, I’m depressingly aware of the flaws of the book. It was an 
ambitious undertaking when I began it three or four years ago, a project larger than 
my talent. Someday I would like to trim serveral thousand words from ity more coherent 
ly motivate some of its action, tighten it up. It was the best book I was capable of 
writing when I wrote it, but it already seems to me the work of a struggling novice, 
someone trying just a little too hard. Sad to say, it would have been even more awk
ward a first effort if it hadn’t been for the interest and very gentle intervention 
of Betty Ballantine (Perhaps not "sad to say”; I’m lucky she was willing to offer 
assistance).

’’The favorable reviews of FUNERAL I’ve seen, such as yours, Cliff, have grown out 
of.a sympathetic understanding of my intentions. The negative reviews have faulted 
me—correctly, I think—on the inadequacy of my execution of these intentions. I 
learned a great deal about writing from putting that book together, however, and one 
day I hope to deliver up a book as meaningful in its execution as FUNERAL is potentially 
meaningful in its intentions. That day may be a while in coming, though. The learn
ing process, at least for me, is a long one, and sometimes I feel I belong in a slower 
section.

’’Hope this doesn't sound like backtracking or false modesty on my part. Just in tie 
last two months I’ve found out a great deal about my very real deficiencies as a wri кП1. 
On the other hand, I have strengths, I think, that FUNERAL doesn’t point to. What 1^ 
saying, finally, is that I’m grateful and happy to encounter a solid recommendation 
such as yours, but I recognize, even more acutely than the reviewer (sometimes), the 
shortcomings in the book that make a favorable notice painful as well as sweet.

’‘Ambiguous enough for you?
’’Was a bit suprised to see my last letter printed in FR #3, but not upset. Honestc 

If Harlan’s anywhere out there, though, I’d like to add that although CROATOAN is still 
•godawffulll” ’(what dictionary was I using?), it ..still wasn’t as bad as the two stories



I feidd Iio sell him. for THE LAST DANGEROUS his"hand af
last few years at least, Harlan has had ' g0'y of us (relative) novices.
, fnllscale sf novel, however; he might relearn too afoayOr then Sin height give birth to something incredible.

"Finally, why expand FUTURE book roViews,
reviews and using the space thus -cquirea i doesn't bother me,

thought of paying ano ®r comfortable with that com ■
a comfortable size as it stands

hack the comic 
letters, etc. The

your effort is
fortable size...”

! tend to think you're harder on i£

reviewer would be, because only У-u on@ elsa could
tended the book to be, and therefore you can see fail what you have
susrect. Not knowing what you had intende , f th’ year's most memorable books,
written is quite a strong first novel, and one of ye
~-------- ,,, r which was on the last, page

Just as we were stencilling your vour comment about CROATOAN. Actual y,
stencilled, we received a clarification - A сои]Д do nothing but gnash
was after the stencil was finished, which - printed your commente
tenth, tear hair and leave everything a j h ,h statement in this let-ex,
on the story in a 
along with this comment, helps to мел, _ sensible com-

Yuur comment about expanding FUTURE ^^T^to^op^9 cjmics reviews entirely 
ments from other sensible people, has prompted us to drop c ;m„
□ use that extra space for a few more re views, l^s, £j begin 
Portable with the present size of FR—and а“е J really, but stencilling can be

CSAN COMMENTS: I

we

OUI!

to feel that the present
a monotonous chore after 
(no comics material) and our old price.

SEEDS OF CHANGE. Thomas
F. Monteleone (Laser 3ooks373-72000 - no price given)

Tom Monteleone did some nice w“k
for Ted White's AMAZING a while back, I re 
call, but outside of that I've seen none ox 
his material in print--or if I have, I - 
seed to forget it. This is his first novel, 
У u 1 bn П the first book from Roger though, as well as trio .
Elwood's new line for Harlequin. I was 
doubly curious, then, when I began this 
novel, attractively packaged in a KeJ у
Freas cover.

SEEDS OF CHANGE is a fair book, rather 
lowXv but enjoyable. The story concerns 
a group who hopes to bring back the idea of 
livLgPboyond the Citiplexes that cou rol 
the operations of the city and 
have indirect control over the inhabitants. 
There's also a weak subplot concerning a 
group of returning Mars colonists--in facx, 
it'S such a weak subplot I think the book 
could have been strengthened by witinga- 
round it entirely, since the perfectly-
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arrival of the Martian colonists smacks too clbse to deus-ex-machina to be.
effective. Monteleone also lapses into occasionally awkward prose here and there in 
the book, but it’s nothing so bad as to destroy the flow of the story.

SEEDS OF CHANGE is obviously a first novel, and Tom Monteleone will no doubt ° 
immensely as he continues to write. It’s a competent work, though, and I think it s 
as good as one can expect an adventure-sf novel to be, all things considered. in 
glad to see Roger Elwood bringing a number of new authors into the sf field, though, 
and if this book is representative of his upcoming line, then the fans ofiPROs si-^ 
adventure/semispaceoperaish fiction should enjoy Laser’s releases. And with some per- 

more writing experience, Monteleone can turn out to be a good, steady 
field. He does manage to stay away from the predictable ending I thought 
headed toward, I must say, so he’s not as much a beginning autnor as 1 

severance and 
author in the 
this book was 
make it seem.

THE ADVENTURE

This is a

at least not in his abilities.
OF THE PEERLESS PEER. Philip Jose Farmer (Aspen Press — $5.50)

his 
between

very, very slim volume (111 pp.) by Farmer, and is yet another of 
, This time, it’s a meetingworks based on another author’s fictional creations. , ~

Tarzan and Sherlock Holmes during WWI—and if you keep your mental facul les s arp e 
nough, you’ll catch a number of other pulp figures popping up in this boo .

The idea is quite a clever one, and Farmer almost pulls the book off. Where it. 
fails, I’m afraid, is in the characterization—there Vs too much of the Farmer-hero in 
the representation of Holmes and Watson, and it’s really hard, as a resul , о occep, 
the figures as Doyle’s creations. And the plot itself is really too ludicrous , co ma .e 
it acceptable. The final production is as much a farce as it is a serious pasuicne 01 
Holmes and Tarzan tales—this is what makes the book a failure.

It’s obvious that Farmer had a good time writing this, and he seems to have wi_btc,n 
it the way he wanted it done. Unfortunately, the way he wanted it done and tW 1 
feel it should be done are two different things entirely and as arresulu, THE ADJURE 
OF THE PEERLESS PEER is a very disappointing short novel, indeed.

MEMOS FROM PURGATORY. Harlan Ellison (Pyramid O-515-O37C6-O — $1.25)

As any reader of Harlan Ellison’s anthologies, collections and.his introductions to 
other author’s works can attest, Ellison has a flair for non-fiction, he. s s ai_, 
informal, personal in his writing—after reading a piece of Ellison non- ic ion, you 
come away feeling that you’ve seen inside a man, that you really get 0 iqAi a 
in his mind. MEMOS FROM PURGATORY is early Ellison—it^s reprinted from its 1УО1 ed
ition, with a new introduction by the author—but it has that same gut-leve , s rong 
that’s so recognizeable in Ellison’s work today.

Until Pyramid came out with this inexpensive rerelease, MEMOS FROM PURGATORY was 
a difficult book to find—and if you found it, it was quite expensive.
of it makes it easily attainable, and rightfully so—Ellison’s gripping s u_ y о 11 , 
in a street gang, as seen from the inside, is just as true-to-life today ao.iu .T^o 
fourteen years ago$ and the second section, dealing with Harlan’s day an nig и 
in a New York jail cell, manages to present all the horrors he felt while poii^/ing <>u 
the inadequacies of our legal system.

Harlan Ellison is more than a science fiction author—he’s a man who has a i-. 
that enables him to put thoughts into words, and make you feel what he feels, wnetner 
it’s sf, opinion, or fact. If you want a book that’ll involve you, make you just a 
little mad and a little disenchanted with The System, then you snould pick up .loi — 
FROM PURGATORY. It’s a strong book, probably the strongest of all of Harlan s non
fiction.



LETTER FROM PIERS ANTHONY: (7-21-75)

"What happened between the last letter and this one, during that long time-lag, was 
I had to complete a novel for HARLEQUIN on short deadline, then in May sold four more 
novels on advance contracts, and have been up to my ears ever since. The corn I a’ 
planted in the garddn is overgrown with weeds and the bugs have eaten out the ears; 
likewise correspondence, if you see what I mean. Toe only things I have taken time 
off for are the judo, (finally won a match, got a little purple ribbon) and our new 
property in the forest.

’’Glad to know OMNIVORE is out; I have no word and no copies from the publisher yex. 
Last I heard, CHTHON was due out from Berkley in November, 1975, and PHTHOR the month 
after that...

”1 talked with a prospective publisher yesterday, by phone; he’s interested in my 
most ambitious novel yet, GOD OF TAROT. He says the cost of paper has increase Л 
in the past year, forcing prices up—and sales down. It seems publishing is in area , 
bind. MACROSCOPE jumped 500 in price for the reissue, and I understand ORN did the 
same. Haven’t seen the ORN reissue yet, either. Andthey, say inflation is leve inb 
off?.,.

”1’11 relay your remarks about the martial arts series to my collaborator, who will 
be pleased. One of them is out of print already; I hope they put it back inprint.
I can guess with the Creative Anachronists would like them: ours is the only series 
where they authors know anything about (a) martial arts, and (b) writing. Wo ye re«' 
some of the competition—it stinks. I understand the anachronists make some study into 
the martial arts, so can recognize authenticity when they encounter it. Our series is 
technically fantasy, so would seem to fit the bill for these people. Also, we sen ^a 
complimentary copy to Poul Anderson, and had a nice reply from him. NINJA b RE Ex a 
is the fourth, and we’re working on the fifth (said work delayed by this letuer), 
BLACK CASTLE OF THE AMAZON, whose detail on torture and assassinations may have to be 
expurgated. (Oh, you want to know why? Like so: detail on Brazilian tortures, such as 
electric shocks to the genitals; detal on assassination, such as a ninja, hiding in a 
privy and running his spear up the rectum of the officer who uses it) Got to finish it 
by the end of August, and finish the first of the CLUSTER trilogy three or.four months 
later, plus whatever else I’m committed to.. All good stuff, but I don’t like pushing; 
forces me to abridge research.oo”
SUSAN COMMENTS; The paper market is reminiscent of the petroleum market—when the price 

was low, about $90 a ton, there was a shortage, the manufacturers 
were buying newspaper, etc. for recycling and many, many publishers coulan’t get what 
they needed. Now that it’s up to the $180 a ton range (or higher, depending on sup
pliers), there’s plenty to be had and the manufacturers don’t even want to buy paper 
at half the price they offered last year.

Ihe rise in paper costs, which in turn causes book prices to climb, is one factor 
that will r^bably help Roger Elwood’s LASER line become immensely successful—-while 
Ace and DAW seem to gravitate betx^een $1.25 and $1.50, and Ballantine has made $l..;5'0 
th-xr standard price, Laser is publishing a line of sf-adventure at the price 
oag, without sacrificing on the packaging (Kelly Freas covers are hardly packaging
sacrifices). I hope, though, that Elwood can manage to pull in enough of the compet
ent, proven authors in the field to balance out his heavy use of new writers—the 
fact that you’re writing for him bodes well for the line, but it’ll take more than a 
few recent, established authors to give Laser’s line good, solid quality. Of course, 
ab 95^ a book, they can probably do pretty well with some moderate clunkers, simp.',у 
because their colorful covers and attractive price will make the books sell well jo 
Mie irregular SF reader.
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THE YEAR’S BEST HORROR STORIES; SERIES III. Richard Davis, ed. (DAW UZ118O $1.2^)

As anyone who keeps an eye on the sf field knows, there’s been a proliferation of 
best-sf anthologies in the past few years, with every company having its own addition 
to the ranks of "year»s-best” anthologies. Thankfully, Don Wollheim is also aware 
that there are a lot of other possible anthologies, and with the help Of such editors^ 
as Richard Davis and Lin Carter (who’s doing a "best-of-the-year’s fantasy" anthology 
for DAW), Wollheim’s company is publishing some very fine antholggies with a ready
made market and little, if any, competition.

There are minor gripes with this book: for one, while this is billed as a ’year s 
best,” there are stories that date back several years—one from 1971, a couple irom 
1973 and one as old as 1968—and there are five stories that have never appeared in 
print before, making this lest a "best-of-the-year" and more an original antho ogy. 
At least a third of the book falls under the category of original fiction, in fact; 
but since Richard Davis is obviously not putting out a YEAR’S BEST HORROR STORI^o, 
as his title proclaims, it becomes less of an irritation. The title.should be cnanged, 
however, dropping a reference that lehds the reader to believe this is a choice from 
a particular twelve-month period. (

Once you accept this as being simply an outstanding anthology of horror fiction, 
though, you find it quite successful in what it attempts to dp. Every story in. e 
book, with one notable exception (Steve Chapman’s "Burger Creature," which.was just 
as badly done in ORBIT 12 as it appears to be now), is horror, and a surprising num
ber of the stories are very, very good. Harlan Ellison’s "The Whimper of Whippe 
Dogs" was familiar to me, as I’d read it recently in Tom Disch’s anthology, ^AD 
MOON RISING—for those of you who missed it there, though, it deserves reading now. 
The highlight of the book is a moody, modern horror tale by Brian Stableford, "Judas 
Story;" since it manages to combine an attractively-done horror story with an intro
spective tale of a rock group that reached the top, it appeals to me on more than ox 
level. Brian Lumley contributes a Cthulhu Mythos tale, "House of Cthulhu," which man
ages to be enjoyable even though it’s far below the quality of Lumley’s best wor»..

Michael Whelan’s cover is the perfect beginning for this collection, setting a mood 
that carries through the entire book—Whelan, incidentally, is an artist to pay na
tion to, since all his pb covers for DAW recently have been outstanding. If you wan и 
to spend an hour or two with a macabre collection that can alternately scare you, up- 
sot you and make you think, this is the anthology to buyl

RE7IEW/LETTER FROM MIKE BISHOP: (7-19-7^)

"Dear Susan and Cliff, Cliff & Susan (why do I keep doing that?):
"I’d like to start this letter off in a strange way, with an off-the-cuff review of 

a book I’ve just read that isn’t science fiction at all (unless you wish to stretch 
the genre around a few of the "stories,” or "fictions,” or "tall tales” the author, 
purposely uses as structural and thematic ingredients of the novel as a whole); this 
book is Gene Wolfe’s new novel from Harper and Row, PEACE. It’s a beautiful book, «nd 
I hope the author will see these comments because I’d like him to know my apprecialipn 
for what he’s done. In an attractively muted dust jacket, the book is 26ц pages; iu 
sells fox- $8.Й, and I wish I knew the name of the handsome typeface the publishers 
have used» A suoerior piece of work in its production design as well as in its auu.^r’ 
execution.

"The novel is told in the first person by Alden Dennis Weer, who chronicles his 
„ife in the book’s five sections. Wolfe’s intention seems to be to reveal tne forces 
nab have shaped Weer as a man, that have brought him to a personal serenity and 
-ceptance suggested by the novel’s title: Woer’s upbringing, his home commuhity, the 

r .:ople who raise him, the folks whose paths briefly cross his own, and, quite import- 
ntly, the stories he hears, the books he reads, the fictions he employs positively, 

not merely as escapes, to lend magic to his life. All of this is worked out with con
siderable attention to structure, and Weer leaps back and forth through the stages of



his life without destroying deal comes through by wry
by what Weer leaves out as by what he incW, “d^gr of major strongtns;
of intimation and suggestion.^ bo concreto, evocative, lyrical,

s^’sss^asra<* -* “ “’I * ввл —
:ktS and the teller of these fictions than on the people тшт„^0 a„
proletariat,’’ Wolfe calls them in hWolfe,s PSACE ought to have a wider ap^o
shaped by them. (For that reason, novel. It also ought to have
n wider audience, than even Williams У won’t First novelists—and thi 
at the National Book Award. Alas, P^° aHay the prize, even if 
Wolfe’s first "mainstream" novel—soldo i. un0ducatod people who attempt t
tnW At any rate, Wolfe's interest i\“the™as revolutionary in 
ам£ю themselves in part through »hat they re a Qf science Action.
W w as a. newly to .

.„.s.. .Л; -x-r
Й..

■ * ’’This is not a good review; _ 
convey the clarity of Wolfe’s writing andjhe 
stracts-—but I hope it wild
er atures other than si land 
realized ’’mainstream” novel

THE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF SCIENCE
FICTION Mi FANTASY, V. 1. Don Tuck, ed. (Advent

in appearance, took’s ENCYCLOffiDIA is Ji »

so incredibly complete in his ^search (Almost no) magazine-appearance in ;
ho is complete, very much so; and while li^< rest of the informal
mation is given other than worth the rather high price.
is to appear in Ifolume Three), what js

The most amazing thing to me is that Don 
Tuck managed to compile all this inf .in. ь^х:1
«я»puo-ibuxub . t decade, I
bibliograpnical worK in t
+"<nk Tu-Ls ENCYCLOPEDIA deserves can sup 
nort--financial, which means order the book- 
to make the project profitable for Advent,

thoSsocond volume 10 already in production 
and Sd be out this may be
a rumor, I hope iVs trutaful, because ohe 
lirst volume makes me
deal to having tho complete ЫС-ГСЬОГ^-Х*..
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THE NEMESIS OF EVIL. Lin Carter (Doubleday — 05.95) (Zarkon #1}

THE NEMESIS OF EVIL is the first of a series of novels representing Lin Carter’s 
tribute to the pulp era—it’s a book reminiscent of Doc Savage, the Avenger, the Spi
der and all the other 19^0 pulp heroes you may or may not recall. It’s not a bad 
book, really), and unlike many of Carter’s efforts, this time he manages to exceed the 
quality of the majority of the series he’s emulatinge

Carter starts off badly—-he gives us the usual ’’you won’t believe this, gang, but 
everything I’m tailin’ you is true, fergoshsakesl” routine that became trite years ago; 
his writing is in the same trite, pulpaish style as Lester Dent’s; his cohorts are the 
same stereotypes you’ve seen for years. The villain, ’’Lucifer,” is the typical black
hearted supervillain—and the plot is the usual hackneyed rot. If it weren’t for the 
original conclusion, the entire series would have fallen on its face with this first 
book; but Carter has managed to inject just a little newness into an otherwise burned- 
out cliche, and the book comes out faring better than most Doc Savage-and-ilk novels— 
which isn’t to say it*s good, because it really isn!t, but it’s simply not as bad as 
what Carter sets out to copy.

If you’re a pulp-hero freak, you’ll be infatuated with the book—but if you prefer 
well-written stories with real characters and strong plots, be sure to pass this one 
by. Nostalgia is its only excuse for being...

THE REINCARNATION OF PETER PROUD. Max Ehrlich (Bantam Books Х6Ш1 — 01-7^)

At last there is hope for all us agnostics and atheists in the world. Max Ehrlich 
has succeeded in writing a book about reincarnation that is so convincing I found my
self at times believing I was reading a true account instead of a fictional work. So 
skillfully does he tell his story that Ehrlich almost makes the reader believe that 
someone has found proof of reincarnation and that there is something after death be
sides total nothingness.

Peter Proud is a successful young professor at the University of California and 
leads a typical life until he begins having very strange dreams about a total stranger 
and the events which led to this stranger’s death. "When the dreams continue to plague 
him, Peter sees one doctor after another, but none seem to have the faintest idea of 
■what is causing the dreams. After visiting general practitioners, analysts, dream 
researchers, psychiatrists and psychics alike, Peter goes in desperation to a para
psychologist, Hall Bentlpy. Though hypnosis, Bentley manages to regress Peter into 
the life of the man in his drcams, but once there they hit a block; Peter is unable 
to remember the stranger's name or any other name that might be helpful except that 
of his murderess, Marcia.

When this method of treatment proves useless, Peter has Bentley hypnotize him and 
order him not to have the dream again. The dreams stop and all is normal until Peter 
is idly watching a television special about obscure New England towns and recognizes 
one of them as the town in his dreams. That night the dreams begin again. Peter man
ages to learn the name of the town in the special and goes there to begin his search 
for his former identity. As he discovers each landmark in his dreams—the house where 
he lived, the bank where he worked, the woman who was his wife and murderess in his 
previous life—the drcams stop, one by one, until all that is left is the Lake Dream 
in which the man he was, Jeff Chapin, is murdered.

THE REINCARNATION OF PETER PROUD is an extremely engrossing story—the suspense is 
strong and holds up all through the book until the last line is read. I was unable 
to put the book down and read it all in one day, which is rather unusual for me. I’m 
now eagerly awaiting the movie, which should be one of the better ones of the year if 
it is made fairly close to the book’s plotline. I intend to put more of Max Ehrlich's 
novels on my reading list, and I emphatically recommend THE REINCARNATION OF PETER 
PROUD to science fiction fans and non-fans alike.



T/ш WORLDS AND OTHERWISE. uames Tipbree, Jr, (LalLantxue 2Ц38О — 31.50)

Unlike many short-story authors who fill the pages of tne various ST mags, James 
Tiptree, Jr, reouires attention—but once you give hi 1 that attention, he manats to 
do strange things with your mind, to twist it in and out, all the while painting 
beautifully moving pictures with his words, seeming to weigh each phrase for its 
maximum impact, You don’t pick up a Tiptree story and casually skim iu if you do, 
you’re instantly lost, wondering what happened in the words you seemed to miss. Tip- 
tree cuts every story down to the sleek, lean minimum, and every word has to be 
there. Yes, when you read Tiptree, you read—but it pays off.

This book is actually a better collection than his first collection fromiAce, 
TEN THOUSAND LIGHT YEARS FROM HOME; that’s saying a lot, because that first collec
tion was a powerful one. But many of these stories represent a more talented, a 
more polished Tiptree, and the results are to be found in the pages of this Ballantine 
anthology. All of the stories are strong and unique, from the odd Love story seen in 
the short ’’Amberjack” to the poignant tale of relative beauty that makes up the remaiк 
able ’’Milk of Paradise.” The kaleidoscopic tale of alien contact, ’’All the Linds о 
Yes” is one of the most memorable stories of the book—-but the most superb story is 
not the award-winning ”Love is the Plan, the Plan is Death,” but instead is the most 
terrifying tale of biological warfare gone wrong I’ve ever read, ’’The Last Flight 0 
Dr. Ain.” It should be read carefully, to catch every crumb of meaning and signif
icance; but then, that applies to every story here.

Tiptree’s men seem to be moody, somber 
people, very superficial and, for the most 
part, joyless. He seems to judge mankind 
harshly, and he finds all too little to 
redeem us—yet he presents his tales so 
slrillfully that he manages to hook a born 
optimist like me from the very beginning. 
Read this book—it’s one of the best anthol 
ogies of short SF you’ll ever find.

LETTER FROM BARRY HUNTER: (8-13-75)

’’Many thanks for ER 1,2,3. I sat down 
tonight and read them all together. With
out a doubt, they were better with each 
issue—I’m really looking forward to ER ll.

”.,.FR 3 had an impressive cover—reminds 
me of Sherlock Holmes meets 2001...As far as 
TRANSITION OF TITUS CROW goes, it’s a good 
book, but not as well written as Lumley’s 
BENEATH THS MOORS from Arkham House. Briqn 
is one of the few authors trying to continue 
HPL’s rythos; I think Colin Wilson has given 
up, which is bad, since THE PHILOSOPHER’S 
STONE snowed a great advance over THE MIND 
PARASIT .S.

”Lin Carter's books have gotten so teat 
they all read alike, no matter what the sub
ject— TIME WAR, LANKAR OF C^LISTO or DREAMS 
FROM R’LYEH. I don’t know, but I think he’s 
forgotten how to be original.

’"I was not impressed with IMAGINATIVE 
SEX or any of the Gor books—-but what doos 

press me is that his books are usually 
readable, well written books, oven consid
ering the plots.”
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LOVECRAFT AT LAST, HPLovecraft & Willis Conover (Carrollton-Clark — §19.7$)

In conjunction with Lovecraft’s SELECTED LETTERS and de Camp’s biography, this book 
gives a very complete picture of H.P. Lovecraft, the man; unfortunately, in doing so 
it manages to border uuon mundanity in places^ This book is a compilation of the 
correspondence between Lovecraft and the young Willis Conover—correspondence that took 
place in the last few months before HPL-s death. The correspondence makes interest
ing reading in most places, and the book highlights the tdxt with color reproductions 
from Lovecraft’s letters, done so exact that they duplicate the blue-black tone of his 
ink,

LOVECRaFT aT LAST is a handsome book; it’s excellently bound, printed on fine pa
per, well-packaged and quite visually impressive. The only complaint one might have 
is the rather sparse layout in many segments of the book, which makes the 272 pages 
sound like much more wordage than is actually presented.

This is a book for the HPL collector, not for the casual reader of his fiction who 
has little or no interest in the man. With Lovecraft7s present appeal, though, the 
book no doubt has a ready-made audience; if you like HPL $20 worth, you should make 
sure to get your copy now—because like all limited edition books, it will pro-ao^ 
sell out in the near future and the price will no doubt climb. If you are a tan ox 
HPL, though, you’Ll get your $20 worth in enjoyment—I certainly did,

THE SCIENCE FICTION OF ISAAC ASIMOV. Joseph Patrouch, Jr. (Doubleday — $6,9$)

There aren’t too many critical works in SF that are published by major compani-s 
usually it takes a small press, like Advent, to get such items in print. Tnau s wny 
I was so surprised to see Doubleday publishing a major analysis of the fiction о 
Isaac Asimov for general distribution. It hooked my curiosity immediately I wasn и 
sure if I should expect a bad analysis written for a simple-minded public or a fawn 
ing praise of Asimov written by a fanatical, admirere

THE SCIENCE FICTION OF ISAAC ASIMOV is neither—it’s a fair, well-written (although 
many times superficial) analysis of the good doctor’s SF while I find it to be a 
little less critical than I might expect, 141 admit that Patrouch shows a goo 1 ^a 
of critical judgment in much of what he writes, Tais is a much oetter work t an 
ASIMOV ANALYZED—Patrouch has broken Asimov’s fiction down into periods, series ana 
the Like, and has combined a good deal of historical detail as well as critical anal
ysis.

Perhaps the only problem of the book—its tendency away from too detailed critic
ism—is best stated on the back of the book—”My attitude toward the living Asimov 
parallels that of Ben Jonson toward the dead Shakespeare; ’I lov’d the man, and doe. 
honour his memory (on this side Idolatry) as much as any,’” But nonetheless, this is 
a competent book and worth having on your reference shelf.

THE NIGHT CREATURE, Brian Ball. (Fawcett M3167 — 9$^)

Modern horror is a poor field—for every genuinely enjoyable work to appear, there 
are a dozen ROSEMARY’S BABY-type novels, full of schlock and signifying nothing. Briai 
Ball usually turns out good science fiction, but in this attempt at a horror novel 
he’s fallen in with the vast majority and has produced a genuinely bad novel.

The characters, like so many other characters in so many other less-than-momorable 
horror-gothics, are very stiff; the dialogue, poor, melodramatic and contrived; and 
the plot itself, that of a brass-rubbing come to life and making vampiric attacks on 
lovely Sally, is extremely weak for a novel-length work. Ball produced nothing but 
a formula novel in THE NIGHT CREATURE, and he followed the formula to perfection; but 
rhe formula is a wretched one, and that results in this, a novel with no reason for 
existing.

Probably the most disappointing thing, though, is that Brian Ball has shown so 
much skill in his other books—he could have done much better with this.



TIGERS OF THE SEA. Robust E, Howard* (Zebra 11? — $?-o50)

With the Conan stories, Robert Howard proved himself a master of the art of sword 
and sorcery Writing; in fact., he established the norms that stand in the genre today* 
This book, a collectionsof his Cormac mac Art stories, is nowhere near the caliber of 
of Conan1s better tales, though; for the larger part, these are historical adventures 
all sword and no sorcery, and as such are abominably dull to the reader who expects 
fantasy. In the area of heroic adventure, Howard needs the mystique of sorcery to 
give his stories impetus; without it, they seem to flounder aimlessly for fiiiy or 
so pages, reach a weak climax, then end. The character is a poorly delineated arche
typal Howardian hero—in other words, a Conan transported into early Gaelic history.

Of all the Howard books currently in print, this is probably the weakest (next to 
his western books, which bore me both in their style and because of the genre). 
Jeff Jones cover is attractive, as are the Tim Kirk interiors (although they have 
printed up muddily—a hazard of paperback illustrations); in faSt, this bouk is of 
interest more for the artists whose works decorate it than for the fiction itsel • 
And the latest word is that andy offutt will be doing a series ofi original noves on 
this character—hopefully offutt will reemphasize the sorcery aspect of the series, 
because without it, Cormac mac Art is hopelessly dull, as TIGbRS Oi* THE SEa omon-

I’d really hoped to get some prozine reviews in this issue, but prozines geu аиь» 
ention in all sorts of places, and no doubt a failure on my part to review^them will. 
cause no permanent trauma on anyone’s part,- Since the last issue of FUTURr. RETROSPEC
TIVE, however, we’ve received a lot of fanzines—and a good many of them deserve atu- 
ention. So we’ll dispense with the prozine reviews for yet another issue and get 
on with a few fanzine comments.

Of all the fanzines that we receive, the one that impresses me most, every time, 
is Dick Geis’s SCIENCE FICTION REVIEW* Geis is a wry, critical reviewer and an int
eresting writer, and his fanzine has more moat to it than any of the other Big оап^_ие 
This newest issue, SIR jrlh^ devotes a lot of space to a Philip Jose Farmer inteiview 
that deserves every bit of the attention it deserves; Farmer, under one guise or 
another, has made quite an impression on the field, and the man is as complex as his 
works. Geis also has a knack for solid reviews, and there are numerous examples of 
this in the pages of SFR #Щ. If you order no other fanzine, I’d advise sending^a _ 
buck and a quarter (or $7 for two years) to Dick Geis (РОВ 111|.C8, Portland, OR 9/211)^



At a recent convention in Louisville, I ran into a fanzine editor diligently 
hawking his product in both the con suite and the huckster room. Since I rarely, if 
ever, spend time trying to sell a fanzine at a con, I became curious as to what sort 
of zine it was that the editor thought I should hand over three quarters for. After 
a moment or“two of trading, I ended up with a copy of EFFEN ESSEF #1, and Chip Bestlar, 
the editor, walked away with a copy of the last ER. I’m glad 1 traded—while 
ESSEF is a competent fanzine, it lacks in anything meaty enough to make it worth /bp- 
Phil Foglio is an artist of talent, and most of his illustration in this issue demon
strates the talent well, but the text tends too heavily to be attempts: at humor, and 
too much of it falls flat. Chris Barrett & Steve Johnson turn/ in some good reviews, 
and Chuck Ott puts together an enjoyable column—but all things told, the cost of toe 
fanzine indicates more value than can be found inside. The second issue will, I эра, 
show an improvement. (Chip Bestler, 2312 N. Clifton, Chicago ILL oCola 7bp)

That same convention resulted in our receiving a couple of clubzines, both of . 
which tend to be rather small and skimpy. Of the two, FOSFAx is the more professional- 
looking of the two, with crisp printing and very neat layout. FOSFAx combines club^ 
news, reviews and occasional items of general interest the latesu issue (#. ) evou^o 
most of its news space to the Louisville convention, and as such is proba ly 
interesting to those who were there than to anyone else. FOSFAx is worth the ^2/year 
cost—order it from FOSFA (PO Box 8251, Louisville, KI lj.0208).

The other clubzine comes from the Nashville SF Club; ALTERNATIVE #1 is a nice, 
low-key clubzine that projects a great deal of the personality of the group. This 
issue also centers on a con—the con in question is/was Kubla Khan Khubea, and tne~ 
written material gives one a perfect view of the con from the inside -while t e cov^r 
gives a superb view of the con as seen from the buying end of an art auction, There .s 
other material of interest; I’d recommend writing Have Shockley, 1U9 Evergreen Cir, 
Hendersonville, TN 37075 and finding out what he wants for this, since no price is 
listed. ALTERNATIVE #2 should be out soon, for that matter—ask about boU of them.

For those of you who ard interested in apas (or think you might be), Tim Marion s 
SOUTH OF THE MOON is the zine you need—it’s nothing but an attempt to index all tне 
current faanish apas, with information of copy requirement, OEs, membership, his... y, 

it combines apa information with the tragic 
news of Rich Small’s death. Rich had known

andetc. SOTM #10 is the newest iss^e
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■ of his cancer for quite a while before he 
died from it; Tim Marion was close to Rich 
via correspondencej and his reactions to 
the news of Rich’s death reflect the reac
tions of all of us who knew The Great Rich, 
(fim Marion, 61Ц 72nd St., Newport News, 

' VA 23605 — МЮ

Everything that Steve and Binker Hughes 
produce appears to be a labor of love; nai- 
urally, FAN #21, their latest fanzine, is 
no exception. The Hughes are two of the 
few fanzine editors to truly master the art 
of mimeography, and their fanzine, with its 
impressive' color work and lovely layout, 
demonstrates their skill very well. Tort- 
ually, this is a solid ^ine,.with the high
light of the issue being a detailed report 
on KUBLA KHAN KHUBED, with particular emph
asis to the panels (if you missed the con, 
this is the next-best things. Steve turns 



out a fine article on the realities of a
Laser pistol, and the remainder of the issue 
is filled with fiction, opinions, reviews 
and art. PAN is a zine you should be re
ceiving (£831 Hillside Dr., Doraville, GA 
3O3U —

It’s not too often that a fanzine im
presses me as much with its first issue as 
Victoria Vayne ’ s SIMULACRUM #1 did—but 
when one of those fanzines does come in, 
it’s a thrill to behold! Vayne has put to
gether a large, informative fanzine, one 
full of art (soma good, some bad, most in 
between the two extremes somewhere), and 
she bestows upon the zine a personality 
that makes me feel like I’ve known her for 
quite a while. Her columnists are talented 
and original—and the highlight is a column 
by Bob Wilson on registering for the draft— 
and her articles are usually informative 
and thought-provoking. There’s a bit more 
fiction and satire than I like, but when 
you counterbalance that with all the good 
things in the issue, SIMULACRUM comes out 
being well worth $1. Order it from Victoria 
Vayne, PO Box 1^6, Stn D, Toronto, Ontario 
МбР 3J8 Canada.

I’ve mentioned Linda Bushyager’s KARASS in the last two issues of FUTURE RETROSPEC
TIVE, but I don’t think it can be too highly stressed—this is one of the three zines 
in SF fandom I think everyone should receive (LOCUS and Dick Geis’ SFR are the other 
two). KARASS is a faanish newszine, attractively printed and well written; it devotes 
a lot of space to con news, fan COAs, fanzine notices, awards, etc., and still man
ages to find time for fanzine reviews and miscellaneous news. This zine has a strong 
editorial prescense—thankfully it’s a pleasing one. 3/^1 from Linda Bushyager, 
16lh Evans Ave., Prospect Park, PA 19076.

There has been a lot of growth in the fanzine market, at least as far as our mail 
goes—we’ve recently received yet another first-issue fanzine, Sue Phillips’ WONDER 
POINT. This issue is almost all Sue Phillips—an understandable occurrence, since 
we’ve run into the problem of pubbing a first issue without a staff. Sue’s done a 
good job, though; the highlight of the issue is an article/interview with andy offutt, 
complete with an offutt bibliography (unfortunately, Sue failed to list the offutt 
porno under his various guises—Jeff Morehead, John Cleve, Turk Winter, etc.C) composed 
mostly by the author. The weakest point in the issue is a far-too-short article on 
John Norman’s Cor series—the many faults in Norman’s sword-and-sadism series deserve 
much more attention than can be given in two pages. This article, however, is to 
open a regular article/feature on different SF series—a noteworthy project. While 
it’s a slim issue, it shows a lot of premise—on the basis of what I’ve seen from 
Sue, both here and in other fanzines, I’d say this one was worth if you like 
offutt and/or Gor—otherwise, you might want to wait for WONDER POINT #2, which prom^ 
ices a more well-rounded set of articles. (Sue Phillips, Box 17, Waterfield Hall, 
Morehead University, Morehead, KI h.03^1)

Mike Glyer is a personable fellow—which is probably why SCIENTIFRICTION #2 is such 
an enjoyable fanzine. It’s very, very low-key in its approach, which immediately 



makes it all the more enoyable to me; it’s also presented in a wry, almost tongue-in- 
cheek way that few people could pull off. Glyer does—he’s that type of writern 
There are some thoughts on sports broadcasters, fanzines in general; a pi&^yfrfiction 
by Jon Inouye (very, very funny) and things by John Bangsund and Stan Burns—as well 
as some nice art by Randy Bathurst. A good zine, available for trades or on request 
(l assume) from Mike Glyer, 1Ц971’- Osceola St., Sylmar CAL 913214.»

And this brings FUTURE RETROSPECTIVE Д to a close—there were many other letters 
we couldn’t use this time, since wTe were making every effort to use some reviews that 
had been around for a while, as well as reviewing a few new books we thought you 
should know about. In the past couple of days we’ve received a few more books in the 
mails, including one that is highly recommended—KILLERBOWL by Gary Wolfx. We’ll def
initely be reviewing it next issue—dunno who’ll do the reviewing, though, since we’ve 
both read it. Hopefully, we’ll be using a few more letters (and possibly a few more 
pages) in FR so everyone receiving this is encouraged to write with their comments, 
no matter how brief (or, on the other extreme, no matter how lengthy).

There should be another review of LOVECRAFT: A BIOGRAPHY next issue—Joe Moudry, 
a TUscaloosa-based Lovecraftian, had an extremely well-written review he vras hoping 
to get to us this time for use along with Cliff’s review, but it didn't make it. And 
two or three other people are working on reviews for the next issue—maybe we’ll get 
back up to that 30-book-reviews-an-issue yet (although it’s beginning to look like 20 
is a more reasonable goal).

Special thanks go to Wade Gilbreath, whose artistic endeavors have helped out on 
the past three issues of ER more than you’d think—Wade’s doing a lot more fanzine 
art, including work for WONDER POINT (reviewed herein), but I think we’ve gotten some 
of his best work in the cover for last issue and this issue.

Thassit. FR #9 due out in late .October, so write those letters quickly.
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